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Rain down peace and justice!
TIPS has been in existence for little over a year, and slowly, certain tradi-
t ions are already energinz;. One of these is that we aLways seem to manage to con--
centrate material for one major thene into a particular issue. Secondly, some of
these themes, such as residential and image ones, \vill be the naj or theues of an
issue on a reeular basis, perhaps once every 12-24 reonths. Furthermore, we will
use our Dec:ember issue rezularly to cover themes of war and peace, to dra'Wto mind
the pli8ht of those in bonds, especinlly in prisons, and to cover certain other
events and issues wh Lch fit in with the spirit of the season, such as the concept
of liberation of the oppressed, and dev eLoproen t a whe r e human service and religious
beliefs or practices intersect. It is interesting that Institutions_, Ese. had a
very sirr.ilar idea as TIPS, devoting its December issue to alternatives to ,,',
incarceration.
.;0\" Thank lJe All Our God
Blasts ana Blasphemy
Few people realize the frivolity, bl asphemy and idolatry that accompanLed the
dcveLopment and use of the first nuclear bombs. iiany scientists, LncLudLng Robert
Cppenneiner. "father" of the bombj considered it possible that a nuclear explosion
rr;i~ht set off a chain reaction that wouLd destroy the world--Lut they were willinr
to risk it. The first nuclear test explosion, code-named Trinity, was held on
July 16,1945 at Al.an.ago r do , i'.rl:~ whLch phonetically comes uncomfortably close to
Armapeddon, ~!hen the bomb went; off, Oppenheimer recited an Indian poem in which
the lIod Siva declares, "I am become Death, tile shatterer of worLds . \I A secret
report on the explosions cited the gospe L: "Lord,. I believe, help thou ny unbelief"
G'iark 9: 24), apparently because the person reporting had entertained doubt that the
boreb would exp]ode. The code that told Churchill that the bomb hacl gone off
succes~fully was, "Baby satisfactorily born."
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The bomb made to be dropped on Japan vas code named "Lf.t t Le Boy. Il The bomb
was taken to, and assembled on) the island of Tinian (not far f rom Iwo Jima) , code
named "Papacy.1I On Sunday, August 4, the creH of the B-29 bember that was to drop
the bomb on Japan prayed that the war would end "very soon. H Then the airplane
\<JaS"baptized" Enola Gay, after the pilot's mother, and the "baby" Little Boy was
put in the "womb" of the "mother " EnoLa Gay. ~'~otlong after the bomb had been
dropped on Hiroshima, the Japanese, in a most peculiar coincidence, called it
"Original Child'; because it was the first of its kind.
Early on August 6, a weather plane scouted out the weather; it was named
Straight Flush--not after the high poker hand. but after the modern toilet painted
on its side. A few hours later, Enola Gay took off from Timian, having first
chosen a new radio code name, "Dimples, Ii as if it wer e a flying smf.Le, One of the
two escort £-29s that joined it was called "Oreat Artiste." \Then he heard that
Liroshima had been destroyed, President Truman prayed in gratitude to God that he
had given the bomb to the United States and not its enemies.
Three days later, an atomic bomb was dropped on lJagasaki, which had a largely
Christian (Catholic) population. A Catholic chaplain blessed the bomber crew
whf.ch used the Cathed raL as its ground zero target, vliping out, among others,
hundreds of tlOrshippers in the church, three orders of nuns, and a t'!lajorproportion
of Christians in Japan.
*According to one source (Sojourner~, 11/82), Phyllis Schlafly is supposed to
have said, "The atomLc bomb is a marvelous :,;ift hat was gLven to our country by a
'vise God. I' On the other hand, president ial advisor Edwin i1eese in ;,vlarch19[;2
referred to nuclear war as "something that may not be desirable" (Time, Harch 29,
1%2) •
*The so-called father of the ~tomic bomb 'laS J. Robert Oppenheimer. It is
interesting that he wa s a scientist who was almost totally remote from the
realities of the Horld, knowing little about what went on in his society and
culture, and not reading or otherwise keeping up with the news for years at a time.
Little diu Oppenheimer then realize that many years later, there would be enough
nuclear weapons to destroy all human life on earth. In 1945, as so often in life,
the end seemed to justify the means.
Big Power Arms Race
'~TheUS now has almos t 10,000 strategic nuclear warheads alone, while Russia
has about G,OOO but more powerful ones. In addition to these strategic warheads,
the US has an approximate additional 15,000 tactical and other ones. There
obviously is no point in having or making more nuclear warheads if one is not pre-
pared to use them. Furthermore, if it appears that all-out uar is developing,
there is no point in not using all the warhea.ds one has, because neither side
really knows how many Hill be intercepted, and how many will be on target. There
are so many warheads that military strategists have run out of sif.nificant targets
an~ in essence) are adding ever less significant targets to their list because
every week, the US is adding about 3 warheads to its arsenal. In Rus sLa alone,
40,000 sites have been tarEeted. Yet President Reagan has concluded that the US
should have 17,O()l) additional nuclear warheads. That wou Ld give the US a total of
42,O(jC. The US and Russia alone now have enough atomic warheads to explode one a
minute for two years and three months before the supply wou Ld be exhausted. There
is enou~h nucl~ar explosive power in US arsenals alone equivalent to dropping an
atonic bomb the size of the one dropped on Hiroshima every day of every year for
the last 1902 years--with Lmmens e explosive power still left over. Despite this,
there are hardly any people in the country \1ho feel that they are responsible for
this. As wLth all facts !"ctLn)lIndin£ the nuclearization of the world, these numbers
bObgle the mind and simplY escape from any comprehension, rationality, proportion,
and obviously corrr.r oL,
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:';The l:'ropOSc(, US r.d.Li.t ar y Ludret; woul,d cost $3_ million per hour over the next
five years····unless war b r eaks out, in wh ich case it would 20 eLther down or up.
T"is is a phenomenal $:',),U:'.I\) for every taxpayer in the US (Paradc~ S/l9/:,n.
;'<Atone time, the pr ogr am to develop the ::-1 Swinz-\;ing Advanced ,;of:,ber Has
sa1d to cost $12 billion. ~ith tine. the estimate escalated to $20, $21, $24, $27,
and recently, over $40 billion (CommonCause, l!j/:'2). Irrt er es t LngLy , there are
serious questions whet her the j3-1 vlOuldbe'~ble to penetrate the Russian defense
system. The head of Rockwe Ll, International that makes the 1~..·1 bomber described it
in absolutely rhap sodLc terns as be Lng "built to survive and 1-111 on the day of
1.rnESgeddon," which it does by streakinz just a few feet above the ground guided by
<: radar sys t cm that keeps it "from smackLrig into onLon+domedchurches" (i lot.her
Jones, 1/,~2). ---
;'<TheUS Defense Department has decicied to buy 50 ;L~nt Lockheed C-5B transport
planes--at a cost of $IL million each.
~:Currently, the no. 1 zrowth industry in the tS is the defense business
(Parade. 7 /L./L'L). Dur Lnc the first year of the I':.eaZ<l:,a,~r,:inistration, Defense
Depar tmcrrt jobs rose by a lraos t 3U. UUO (S~nterpeace, the Journal of the Center on
Law anc Pac i.f Lsrs, 7-0/~'2).
*T11eU~: held 14 nuclear tests Ln lS'oU) Ie in 19[31, and several rio r e than 1(; in
1S~2. On a s Lnj.Le day in Sept. of E ",.2, 3 separate nuc l.ear cxp LosLons wer e set off,
the largest numbe r ever in anyone day. AddLt LonaL tests are schcdul.ed for 1S:ij3,
the Reagan administration having doubleu the buoc:et for the test site. In con-
trast, Russia has drastically reduced its test explosions fron 2Cy to IS to 10 to 9
to 4 between 1~7, and 19L2. All alone, many nuclear explosions have not served
any military or scientific purpose, but symbolic and Ciiplomatic ones. nussia set
of a blast on July 4, IS7(: as a sort of bicentennial warn Lng to LS. The US set off
a blast on the anniversary of the destruction of Hiroshima in 1982 (Science, 10/27/::'2),
Ano tner revelation of the irrationality of the arms race was contained in
,Science (j/Ll/ ~.?) wh Lch reported that one of the main reasons the US government
opt e« for the l1X missile was that it had a 9 inch bigger d Lanet er than an alterna-
tive (Trident) nissile ue sLgn, and that the }'1X missile size Has the maxLnumaLl.oi.cd
unuer the Salt treaty. This vlBS cione on the assumption that people around the Flab·
would think that bi2ger meant be.tt.er , and then t hey wou l,d be more impressed. In
other worcis , it was this mere physical apr-ear anc e of size that led to the cho Lce of
a missile that was vastly more expensive than an alternate desir,n that \VoulJ have
accomplished the same ~urpose.
~;Various schemes to deploy intercontinental ballistic missiles are c al.Ler'
Dens epack , iliS Birci, and DU~m, whf.ch stands for licep Dnd er ground :;issile :(~urial.
Indeed a ueculiar concept and acronym, with all kinds of s~nuolic, but possibly
quite valid. allusions, comparable to HAD (mutually assured d es t ruc tLon) .
keep the Snake lmc1erfround!
The powers of the '70rlC::are moving every lever to try to be able to rnine the
pLutonLun ore f r ors Australian lands that be Long to the Aborigines. The Queensland
government venr through a tortuous process of makf.ng sure to recognize the r Lght of
the Aborigines to grant permission for their lanGs to be mined--but not the right
to withhold pernission. Interestingly, the Abori~ines are resisting because accord
Lng to their myt hoLogy, the earth is sacred, and be l.ow the Ground Lur l.s a huge
voracious snake whLch, if the ground were disturbed, might escape and quickly devour
the whole vor Ld-v-a rather accurate symbolization of what; happens to be at s t ake ,
(~ource iten and analysis supplied by Joe Osburn)
A Lombshell of a }Jook- -- - ~-----One of the most sensational books on our nuclear future cane out in 1 ::;.:::2, ent I
tled The Fate of the Earth by Jonathan Schell (Knop f , $12). For some reason, his
conpilation 'of--othet:-~"j:;;'efairly wel l+known facts has hit people harder than others




Deaths by disease weret erstwhile, six to one
Of wounds that slay.
Disease now cLaIras but one) to sixteen slain--
A better way.
Saprhire Hingst by Surgeon-ilajor Cook,
London, 1920
"Acciuental" Holocaust
*Once a nuclear Heapon is fired, the other side has at the very most 30
minutes to make up its mind whether to absorb the blow, retaliate with restraint,
or fire everything it's got. If the responsible leader has to be woken out of
sleep to uake the decision. the person will probably be somewhat f,ror,gy. If the
person happens to be sitting on the toilet or taLing a bath, the likelihood is
that the t Lne rrar gIn of response w.i Ll, be reduced by several minutes. That just
might turn out to be the worldts only hope.
*l"iother Jones of September/October 1 S(::2 reported that during an eighteen mont.h
period in'1979/1980, the American early vlarning computer falsely reported 147
times that tile RussLans had launched their mt as tLes , until finally the error could
be debugged.
;('In April, 1SS2, it was disclosed that a nuclear missile combat cr ew comnander
was to be conr t martialled for being drunk on duty. A sobering thought.
Arming the Horld
*At this t Irae, the world spends about $.570 billion on arms, or twf.ce as much
as on food, and five times as much as on housing, and 2000 times Bore than on
international peace-keeping.
*The government; in 52 nations of the dcve LopLng world is controlled by theLr
military whos e arras are supplied mostly either by the United States or Russia
(Parade, 11/7/;)2).
*In 197.5, the US sold $16 billion in arms, whLch is expected to hit $24
billion in 19"::2. Alto:?,ether, the arms industry has been one of the leading growth
industries of the Horld. Starting in 1978, Russia pulled ahead of the United
States in arras sales to Th i rd Horld countries. l.J!thin t'>70 years, Russia was
selling double the amount of arms that the US was se11in8 (AP, in Syracuse Herald
Journal, 4/28/L2).
)<:3etween1901 and 1,)S2, US exports of weapons tripled. At the same time,
among the countries of the free developed wor Ld, the US spends one of the smallest
percentages of its gross national product on developmental aid to other nations,
namely, .20%. At the top is the J:~etherlarids wf.t n 1. OLio, followed by Sweden (.83%),
Norway (.82%), Denmarl: (.73%). Rankin~ at the bottom, close to the US, are
Italy (.19%), Swft zer Land (.24~~), and Japan (.2J/~).
*An example of babble and confusion of tongues was the 19S2 Reagan nuclear
nonproliferation policy which in actuality was designed to loosen rather than
tighten restr:i cti ons on the export of nuclear technology and materials (Science,
'-'/3/02).
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*Prime l.dnister Gandhi of India was visiting in Hashington in July of 1982,
Hhereupon the Rea8an administration announced it "tlaSprepared to sell military
equi~ment to 1ndi&. Apparently so~ewhat surprised~ Gandhi announced that India
was not really trying to buy any weapons at the moment. It seems that every .tIme
high c'.ignitariesf rom the Third vJorld visit Hashington, arms are pressed into their
hands (AP, in Syracuse Herald Journal, 7/31/~~2).
*ThirclEorld nations who not only owed the US money in 1%2 for the arms wh Lch
they have bought fros it, but which are not even capable of meeting their interest
payments include the following: bolivia, Nicaragua., Ethiopia) Costa Rica, El Sal-
vador s Liberia, Senegal, Tunisia, Zaire and Lebanon. (UPI, in Syracuse llerald
Journal, 7/12/02).
;'(Arminb~ :bndHars. A major belief among intellectuals and academicians is
that human beings are basically good and rational, and if they are these things or
not quite yets they can be made so with a little more, better, and longer educatio~
Along comes another book, The Coming End Ef lJar (Sage Publications, 1981), which
proposes that the way to stop big wars is for the biZ nations to become nuclear
powers and engage in more economic trade among each other. Indeed, the book offers
"clear evidence that this is the case.1I Certainly a most co~forting book to take
to the bo~b shelter with you~
*It is believed that Israel already has about 200 nuclear warheads, and is
worl:ing on the neutron bo~b and a form of cruise missile,together with South Africa
(Amerika Hoche, (/10/C.Z).
*The bad bews is that a former employee walked into the Beth Israel !-ledical
Center in UeH York City and shot and wounded two employees. The good news is that
he used a submach Inegun made in Israel (AP, in Syracuse Herald Journal, 11/4/82).
Nuclear Energy and Nuclear Har
In our op1n10n there is absolutely not a shred of evidence from human history
that would sugEest that over'tim~ nuclear energy and nuclear arQament will be
separable--not to mention that no safe way has been discovered for disposing of
radioactive waste.
;~During 1902, there ver e five operating nuclear plants in New York State, as
well as several nou-oper-atLng ones.. Lvery single one of the operatIng ones was
crippled at sene time or other by various maLfunc t Lons ,
*A report for the Huclear Regulatory Commission has drastically revised upward
the estimate of ris~s for nuclear power plant accidents. New estimates for the
kind of accident that occurred at Three ~lile Island are between 1.7 and 4.5 such
incidents per 1000 years of reactor operation. In other words, if there wer e a




The American Catholic Bishops are trying to formulate a pastoral letter on
war and peace, but they have been deeply divided. Their first two drafts in 1932
endorse "just warsl1 and the possession of nuclear arms, but not the use of naclear
arms. The editor (m,]) has written \9l1 extensive critique of the first two drafts.
If you ,<;-mnta copy, please send us $3 for postage and handling.
rv
Ambivalent Anglicans
A government spokesman in Enf,land declared, IIThere is clearly an element in the
Anglican church vhLch is heacfng for confrontation with the st at e" because of its
novement to oppose nuclear arms, and because of its failure to invoke God against
the Argentinians who, of course, had invoked God first in their war against the
Lritish. The official church service upon the war's end was felt to be too long
on peace, reconciliation, and prayers for the deau of both sides~ and short on
thanksgiving to God for tiritain's triu~ph. Yet further, the Anglican Church
revised the words to "God Save the Queen." substituting, '~Goclbless and guard our
Queen" for Hsend her victorious.!; Over half of the British population now favor
son.e kind of nuclear Ltmft at Lon.and 06% of Anglican clergy men believe that nuclear
vzeapons are immoral, t.hough only 40% would scrap them unilaterally. The Archbishop
of Canterbury, Robert r..uncie, does not support unilateral nuclear disarmament
(AI', in Syracuse Eerald Journal, 10/23/':,2).
Ambivalent Episcopalians
The 1%2 Leneral convention of the Episcopal church of the United States
considered, and referred for further study, a resolution that in the event of wide-
spread nuclear war in whLch the United States might be a battleground, the surviv-
ing faithful are encouraged to continue in fidelity and. f e.lLovshdp, to adhere to
the faith, anc to develop structures with other Christians appropriate to the new
c:ircutilstances. Amonr other things, this means that in the case of breakdown of
:oornunication and possibly tremendous population losses, the menoers should be
..r epar ed to unite themselves with surviving Christians from other c:enominations on
::;le local level. However. earlier (1976-79) resolutions affirming individual
choice on abortion were reaffirmed, and in vitro fertilization Hithin rnarr Lar;e was
approveu. The convention also voted that all senlin2rians were to take courses in
alcoholism and to pass examination questions on the topic. It called u1!0n each
corzounLcaut to volunteer at least one hour a HeeL of direct service to those in
neeu (The Ep~scopalian, lO/~,2; source document; provided by Doug l1ouncey).
Ambivalent Others
Lefore he became a Christian, St. Augustine was living •.lith a woman"'ho Has
not hLs w Lfe . One of the things for ,"hich he became famous was his prayer, 'Oh
Lord, give me chastity, but not yet." Newsweek (4/26/C2) sketched profiles of
some leading peopl,e and moveruen t s working for peace. One profile was all Randall
Iorsber[, founcer and director of the Institute for Defense and Disarmament Studies
,,/:10 had written a nuclear freeze proposal in E'79 for the Fellowship of Reconcilia-
tion, but who since expressed the hope that the movement will avoid the mfst ake of
'foins too far." In other words, she is for freezing rather than reducing nuclear
arras . tier aspiration r emdrid s one a bit of St. Augustine! sprayer.
i:onambivalent Hitness
It is absolutely stunning, and nothing less than prophetic, what small bands
of nnarn.ed peace demonstrators have been able to reveal about the pretentions of
the military establishI:!ent and the governm~nt. On July 5, 19[,2, nine peace
activists "attackeo" the Electric Boat Division of General DynaI:'!icsat Groton, CT,
where nuclear submarines are marie and harbored. The small force split into tHO
.rruri.es. The first army of four men wear Ing hard hats paddled 1? canoe to the USE:
Flori(la, boarded it, and for 45 minutes belabored tile miss':lile<laltches \'lith hammer s ,
T,a.:inteci"uss Auschwf.t z" ten time on the hull, and poured blood down the missile
nat ches , because of their hard hats, they had a difficult time persuading a young
l,avy officer that they were anti-Trident protesters. tie finally called the police
\1ho arrested them.
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The second army, consisting of three women and two men, entered the South
Yard, also wearing hard hats which lent them amazing legitimacy as they roamed
the graumds for three hours during which they ruined two mammoth sonar bubbles which
are supposed to be eyes and ears of the Trident~ hung all sorts of banners, and
poured blood. They were frequently seen by plant personnel who finally called the
police. Considering that these activists had prepared themselves in a series of
retreats for being severely beset and possibly even killed makes one marvel at how
many chinks our pretentious armor has.
No Schmuck, He
In October 1982, Mark Schmucker was convicted for refusing to register for the
draft, which he did because of his religious beliefs. He was fined $4,000 and sen-
tenced to work for two years in a home for mentally retarded adults. (Source item
submitted by Kurt Rheinheimer). What a mercyl Imagine: he might have been
sentenced to work with the government~ the stock market, or with bright, intelligent
and sane people. What would then have become of him?
Miscellaneous Good News About War----~..:;...;:;.~
*For years, ther~ have been efforts to establish a national peace academy
under federal charter in order to provide a national focus for ~fforts~ research
and training on conflict resolutions. There is considerable support for this
measure in Congress (Science, 5/14/82), though President Reagan opposes it.
*Anti-nuc1ear resolutions have been passed in the local communities in South
Dakota, even though it is not only a very conservative area but also draws a
large economic income from its many missile sites.
Life After Armageddon
We have poked fun before at the various ways people have been preparing for
"the end," and how to survive it. Among other things, we have been told the
following.
After Death, There Will Still Be Taxes
The US Internal Revenue Service con~issioner has designated a line of 80
successors in case he should be disabled in the event of an enemy attack. Plans
have been made for the continued collection of taxes after such a nuclear attack
has devastated the United States. The plan includes secret relocation centers for
IRS and US treasury officials. Said one IRS official: "There will always be an
Internal Revenue Service,1I and after the attack, they will let you know where to
mail your taxes, (Newhouse News Service, in Syrecuse Herald Journal, 6/1/82).
We May Take 1! With Us
The US Treasury Department has stashed cash in secret hiding places allover
the United States, mostly in the form of worn and two-dollar bills which otherwise







The latest news about the nuclear war evacuation plan for the greater Syracus0
area is that it is secret. The director of the locql disaster preparedness office
argued that it would not bepcfit the public to know the plans at this tine. The
plans include relocating people from Syracuse into nearby towns, and into certain
buildings of such towns, such as churches. However, the churches and other sites
involved have not been told. The plans are to distribute the plan whcn a nuclear
attack appears to be imr.linent(Syracuse Herald Journal, 3/23/e2). However~:: few
details have leaked out (Syr~ Herald Journal, 8/18/82). Eighty local officials
would seek refuge in the subbasenent of a civic building in the nidst of Syracuse.
One of the chosen ones is the director of the local bus conpany, presumably to
assure that after everything has been blasted to kingdom cone~ the buses will still
run on time. Another one is the county commissioner of social services. Presuia-
ably, he will have to put the 80 survivors on welfare. Several typists have been
LncLudad , but it was not spelled out to whom they would send the raadI , or how it
would get there. Apparently~ bar tenders and clergy have been overlooked and it
has also been found that the shelter contains no food and would have no electricity.
The Hail Will Go Through After All
Testifying before Congress~ a US Postal Service representativ~ promised that
after a nuclear attack, "Those that are left will get their maf.L, II even if the
surviving senators run out of stamps (Tinc, 8/23/82).
Jet Planes Will Still Fly
As mentioned several issues ago, US defense policy is based on the assumption
that in case of nuclear war$ jet planes will still be able to fly. For instances a
najor portion of the US nuclear capncity lies in long-distance jet bombers,and the
2ntire US cor~and and control system relies on airborne command centers~ such as
the one the President might utilize. Skeptics have argued that even a noderate
nuclear exchange would raise so much dust into the air as to incapacitate jet
engines. This has been heatedly denied by the r;ilitary establishNent. However,
in June 1982p a British airways B-747 flying over Java suddenly found itself in a
plu~ of hot ash thrown up by a relatively snaIl volcano below, and lost everyone
of its four engines add 25,000 feet of altitude before the pilot could regnin
control and bring the jet to a safe eNergency landinf (UPI~ in Syracuse Herald
Journal, 6/25/82).
TIPS Subscriptions Will Not Be Refunded
The Training Institute from which TIPS is published is situated about 30 niles
to the east of the Seneca Army depot, and about 30 niles to the west of Griffi$Air
Force Base. At Seneca, neutron bombs are stored, while they are shipped from
Griffiss to be sent to military installations in Europe. This makes our area a
very likely nuclear t:lrget itself. This is to serve notice that when the end comes,
subscribers should not be too surprised if they no longer receive any TIPS issues,
and there is no point in sending us protest letters asking for overdue issues or
refunds.
When the End Comes, The TIPS Editor Wants .!£ Be in GerrLlany
The West r~rman government is systematically preparing its population for the
end. LOCal governulents are requited tc prepare systematic plans in case everything
collapses on "Day X." Sone of the local governments are stocking up on vkstphalian
Smoked Ham (a delicacy virtually unavailable in the US), and salani, both of which
will keep for years without refrigerat~on.
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Oppression and Torture
The Arms Race and Oppression
"The wicked remove the boundary marks from people's land, and violently take
away people's livestock and pasture it themselves. They drive away the asses of
the orphans, and take the widow's ox in pawnship. They force the needy off the
road. The earth's poor are driven into hiding, so that they must seek their food
furtively like the wild asses of the desert. The wilderness provides food for the
young among them~ but they must harvest from wild plants~ and at night. They have
no clothing or covering~ and are cold at night. The mountain showers drench them,
and for want of shelter they cling to the rocks. The wicked make them work for
them, carrying the sheaves, pressing out their oil and treading the wine presses~
yet they themselves remain hungry and thirsty, and glean the leftovers of the
vineyards. From the dust, the dying groan, and the souls of the wounded cry out.1I
The abov~ was written about 2600 years ago, and is a compilation of several
translations of Job 24:2-12. The oppressed thus depicted are remindful of so many
groups today: those driven from their land in order to create "f ree+fIre zones, ii
the boat people, the peasants displaced by the rich in Central America and the
Philippines t even our own street people. That much for "progress ,n
Justice and peace are fruits of truth and love. Today, the single biggest
source of poverty in the world is the arms race which springs from fear, hatred,
and greed. For instance, we may contemplate that it costs $1.20 to give a child a
nourf.shi.ng school lunch (whf.chhave been cut back), but $14 to subsidize a meal in
the Pentagon.
Oppression in the Philippines
A 1979 survey showed that 75% of the children in the Philippines suffer some
degree of malnutrition. In one city alone, 5% of the people were blind, mostly
as a result of malnutrition (Syracuse Peace Newsletter, 12/82). The government of
the Philippines is one of those brutal repressive regimes that the United States
has been propping up. As in many oth0r countries, this repression has increQsingly
taken on forms of religious persecution. Much as in Central America, the war in
the Philippines is mostly between the government and the poor. For instance~
on Holy Thursday of 1982, the people of a small vill~ge gathered in their chapel
for religious services when» without warning, the caapel was shelled by artillery~
resulting in 200 casualties. This massacre was an ideal s~tup because rarely do so
many of the pecsantry gethcr together in one spot. orno unsusp~ctingly, nor would
the military have a better excuse than to say that it thought that so many people
gethering togLther looked like they were guerril&as. By the way» in the
Philippines, places of detention in which political prisoners are tortured are
called Ilsafehouses" (Amnesty Internationnl, 9/1182). This is certainly another
example of detoxification similar to the ones we often encounter in human services.
Oppression Elsewhere
During the early 1970s, several governments in South America (not counting
Central America) began to condone the use of terror and torture. After only a
few years, such terrorism became so deeply ingrained among the police and military
structures that even changes in attitude on the highest governmental levels were
no longer able to stop it. Today, such terror and torture continues in an
officially unsnnctioned but nevertheless common pattern in Argentina, Chile, and
Uruguay, and with several other conntries (e.g., EI Salvador, Honduras~ Nicaragua)
also engaging in violence agninst their people» Especially the poor (AF» 7/82).
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*In April 1902. the US government granted 3 license for the exportation of
2,500 electric shock batons to South Africa.
Oppression's End
The grave unites, where all find rest,
And blended lie oppressor and oppressed.
(After Alexander Pope)
Remember Those in Bondsl
ChrLstraas is a t Lne to libernte prisoners' and "Setfm captives.
From Uncle Sam !£Uncle Tom
It appears that in some form or other, slavery has always be~n part of the
human existence. However, slavery experienced a major upswing with the colonization
of the Americas. When one of her coptnins went on one of his first slaving expedi-
tions to Africa. Queen Elizabeth (1533-1603) said th3t the venture would bring
vengeance from heaven upon its participants. However, when she found out how
profitable the slave trip was~ she herself invested in the second expedition.
Importation of sl~ves to the United States took another upswing when England
was no longer able after the revolution to export its indentured servants, and
later its convicts, to America. By 1860, there were almost 2~ million slaves in
the United States, most of them in the Southern states.
Numberless slavers adopted a motto which we still hear today in defense of
virtually any unsavory deed> namely, "somebody will do the trading, so it might as
we LL be I who makes hay while the sun shines." It was aLso argued that SL:lV0ry
helped rid Africa of its criminal elements, and would bring Christianity to the
slaves. Later on, it was argued that the Africans were; happier if they were
sl~ves; and once th~ slnve systen was established, it was argued th3t to abolish
it would be a gross crime of robbery--against slave-ovmers.
Looked at fron a global persp~ctivc~ we have to be aware that slavery is
Qcrely a pattern of rather sever~ exploitation~ and that the hu~an mind is quite
capable of exploiting people profoundly without engaging in the technicality of
slav~ry. Americans have become a bit more conscious recently of certain social
patterns in Central Au.erica which exemplify this reality.
Slavery Next Door
We mentioned before that slavery is by no means dead. For instance~ slave-
masters still capture Hnitians and s~ll then to the sugar mills in the Doninican
Republic (neighboring on Haiti) for as little as $3.50 ~o.ch (Syr:.'.cusC!Herald
Journal, 10/24/82).
Th~ Prison Scene
*Surprisingly. accurate statistics on prison population ~ovenent hav~ only
been kept since about 1955. In 1981, the US state nnd federal prison population
increased by 12.1%, the greatest annual increase since these stntistics have been
kept.
*Apparently, the Penal Complex on Rikers Island in the East River flowing
through New York City is the largest in the United States, housing 7,000
prisoners. Due to a number of factors, the prison population in the US has almost
doubled in the lnst ten years, and C'ontinue.sto rise, with governments electing
to build very expensive new p.rtaons, Not even counting local jails, there were
369,000 in these priponB, with more than 1,000 people sitting on death row.
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*Lake Placid got the 1%0 \linter Olynpic Games by bypassing ordinary processes
of review of prison construction and havinE a state prison built where it is not
neededs in order to house the athletes before it became a prison. The Olympics
are long over, and for many generations, young people from New York City will have
to be shipped off to be imprison£d far away in Lake Placid. Furthermore~ rather
than being the biS boon for the economy which the cor.rr~unityhad anticipated, the
community was left with staegering debts and internally very divided, because uost
of the bi8 money was made by a very staa Ll, group of people while the rest gut nor e
bust than buon. On top of all these absurdities and atrocities, the con~unfty has
been scrounging for federal and state subsidies to nake up its debts and deficits
(i.e., subsidize its rich). All this goes to prove th~t at least once in a while,
the cormnmf.ty that in its entirety commf t s itself to a grave evil will suffer
grave consequences--even yet in this life and world.
*A study reported that the suicide rate in ccunty jails and police lockups is
16 tines higher than that of the general population. The DC,St likely suicide
victin is a 22-year old male Caucasian without significant prior arrest record who
had been arrested for public intoxication (Institutions, Etc. 11/81).
*It is relatively little known outside law enforcenent circles that US priscns
are so bad that in about 30 states, prisons or entire prison systems are operatinr-;
under orders from federal judges. In fact. judees have ruled that the conditions
are se bad that they have no choice but t o intercede in order to protect what few
rights prisoners (assundng that they are a.lIve) have. In some prisons, beating
up on the Lnnat es is called "counse.l.tng"(Institutions s Etc ,, 6/82) 0
*The An,erican Correctional Association requires that each prisoner have a cell
of no less than sixty square feet. This standard is rarely met, and yet is itself
only half the size provided in a Pennsylvania prison 150 years ago, or in New York
in 1325. The New York Departnent uf CorrE:ction.:llServices installed
a l"Jodernand a ca. 1825 prison cell side by side at the New York State Fair in late.
August 1982. The ciisplay caused an uproar, but you would never 8UOSS why. The
fairgoers were so angered at the fact that the modern cell was so plush, containing
a metal cot, a small desk, a red locker an~ a wall nirror. that they wrote letters
to the statc government (Syracuse Herald Journal, 8/31/&2).
*t-'iaxiI:lUnsecurity prisons now ccst about $80,000 of capital cost per cell,
and the operatin~ costs can easily hit abcut $30,000 per year (Tine, 9/13/82).
*Jailhcuse Luck. There was a tellint cartoon in the Syracuse Herald American
(11/8/81) that showed a prison cell that was se full with prisoners that anus and
less were sticking out everywhere between the bars, and the warden was telling the
inL'.ntes,"StopcOl"lplaininsabout cvercrowding. You arc lucky you are in solitary.1!
*Hany pee-pIc will be surprised to learn that at one tine, prisons were very
busy places in which prisoners worked hard at real work that earned a good income.
In fact, about 150 years ago , Sins Sing Prison up river on the hudson near Ne1tl
York City clained to bE..virtually self-sufficient (Tine, 12/28/82). Teday,
idleness is one of the tortures and perversions of prisons, and contributes to
prisoner impoverishnent which is sometimes exploited by unscrupulous entrepreneurs
outsi~e of prison. Fer instance, net lonr. ago, Southern Biotech was one of a
number of glamourous new bio-engineering corporations that were snappeG up avi~ly
by the stock market , In May of 1982, Bf.ctcch went bankrupt after a acanda l.ous
career. One of its maj cr businesses had been to buy blood cheap f rom prisoners and
s~ll it expensive on the comnercial carket. vfuile thus profitting fro~ cleeply
wounded people, the firo's senior officials lived a high life that included lavish
entertainment and expense accounts (Science, 6/4/82 & 6/18/82).
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*5-1 4-3 2-2 1-5 3-4 4-5 3-3 1-5 4-4 4-4 1-1 2-2 1-5. It is a CaDman assump-
tion among advocates. liberatorss and reformerS-that unless one has been imprisoned
one probably has not done anything important yet. Similarly, it is an old adage
that in order to meet Sone of the finest people, one has to go to jail. It is not
far-fetched to anticip3te the possibility that there may be an earth-shaking con-
frontation in the United States between peace advocates and defense advocates, and
r.1anygood people (most likely the peace advocates) might end up in priscn because
of it, not to mention other good reasons why good people may end up in jail. In
case it ever happens, it is most useful to be familiar with the communications
alphabet developed by Russian prisoners under the czars (Wines, 1910) to conmuni-
cate with each other by tapping on the wall, using handwaves, shining a light, etc.
All of the above use an alphabet where letters are represented by means of a two-
dimensional code as illustrated below.
1 2 3 4 5
1 A B C D E
" F G H I J~
3 K L M N 0
4 P Q R S T
5 U V W X Y
6 z
The code for the rows is tappec before those for the colun1Us, so that a "B"
consists of one tap followed by two, with a longer interval before the next letter
is tapped. Those who have read Arthur Koestler's Darkness Before Noon will
remember that nost prisoners can rather readily learn to corr~unicate with this code
relatively fluently, and that furthernore, it is almost impossible to keep
prisoners from comnunicating with each other because sound carries a long distance,
especially if there are pipes in which case one sender eight be able to be heard
in a large number of cells. Furthermore, the code can even be flashed visually, or
converted into a cipher that is virtually unbreakable by most prison personnel: a
key word is used, the value of the letters of which are added to the letters of
the message, as in the exanple below where the key word is "prison."
N i c h 0 1 a s a r r e s t e d
E r i s c n p r i s 0 n p r i s
34 24 13 23 35 32 11 44 11 43 43 15 44 45 15 14
41 43 24 44 35 34 41 43 24 44 35 34 41 43 24 44
75 67 37 67 70 66 52 87 35 87 78 49 85 88 39 58
Any TIPS subscribers planning to send thus suchly ccced messages to the
c;l1itorwhen he is in prison (and even when he is out) better Bake the message
worthwhile.
*The Stony Hountain Prison in Manitoba has been advertising for ma l,e staff,
with the following description of duties: "Under general supervision, na LntaLna
surveillance of Lnmat es in a variety of posts, such as control centres , walkways;
seereration and perimeter area--towers. Drives patrel vehicle. Controls movement
of inraates and other persons by counting and esccrting inmates, checking passes,
screening and searching vehicles, trucks, cars and drivers entering or leaving
priscn premises. Search inmates and prison areas at specific times or for particu-
lar reasons for contraband. Observes attjtudes and behavior of inmates and reports
on any abno~al or suspicious behaviour. Ensures cleanliness and security of POSL"
Obviously, this kind of description does not set up very positive role expectancies.
(Source item submitted by David YMetherow)
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Asylums Into Prisons
TIPS has repeatedly conoented en the perverse conversions of institutions for
handicapped people into prisons all over North Ancr Lca , So far, this common
practice has received virtually no attenticn~ at least not in regard to its
systeoic nature. This is a terrible perversion in that sooe of the very people who
have been "Jeinstitutionalizecl" will end up in prison instead--often in the same
institutions from which they were dumped. The situation of prisoners who are
retarded is even marc cesperatc than that of mentally disordered prisoners. There
are units in prisons for the latter, but none for the former.
Another way in which people arc being shifted fro5 institutions to prisons
occurs in the juvenile justice systen, where so-calle;lstatus offenders (who tend rc
be difficult-to-supervise l~inors) are sent to a secure 5cntal health facility
rather than beinf. handled in sone other way, such as placement into foster or group
homes (Institutions, Etc. 3/82, p , 1).
Hunan service workers are hardly raising a little finger to ('~Tcsethcs e devel-
opments. To our anazement, the Civil Service EmployeesV Association (CSEA) that
in the past has acted mostly like an enemy of handicapped people by tryin~ to keep
then in institutions is now opposine the ?lans of New York State to bring about the
conversion of at least three institutions (Crais, Pilgrim, and Utica) into prison&
True, there may be selfish I:lotives~but at least the union is stating accurately
that this development can do no good to people with mental problens while virtually
everybody else in human services is reoaining passive.
Latest along these lines are efforts to convert part of the St. Lawrence
Psychiatric Center in northern New York State into a 240-"bed" nedium security
correctional facility. Perhaps we should not be surprised at the cynical rhetoric
of the commissioners of mental hea Lth and correction who jcintly stated that, "\'le
want the conr~nity not only inforued about but involvee in the decision making
process" (This Month in Mental Health, 2/82). There has been hardly any opposition
to this type of perversiol\ and cOl!lI:Junityleaders as well as clerry have happily
contributed to it. Similarly here: one clergynan and several of the civic and
business leaders of the area are participating on the task force to address the
conversion. At one time~ clergy tried to convert people to God, but now they
apparently try to convert institutions into prisons.
We can now congratulate the New York State Coonission on Quality of Care for
the Mentally Disabled for having stated its opposition to this developnent in an
editorial of its periodical, Quality ~ Care, of July/August 1982. However, the
Commission approved the temporary use of such facilities for prisons~ apparently
failing to recognize that temporary uses will almost certainly result in permanent
USE!S in at least scrae instances, quite probably in nest.
The Dixon State School in Illinois used to be vne of the biggest institutions
for the nentally retarded. Because of the drastic decline in its retarded popula-
tion there hss been a nove underfoot to convert it to a prison. This was opposed
hy the local population, but with the recent recession, it changed its mine anci is
now all in favor of it (Time, 9/6/82). Outrageously, the Illinois ARC and other
advocacy groups have supported this convcrsion--provided that retarded residents
receive certain protections and supports in their transfer. (News iteo submitted
by Heward Blackman.) Apparently, the Illinois ARC is totally unaware cf the high
likelihood that in due tine, wa¥y retarded people will be found at this newly
instituted prison as prisoners. This incident is merely yet another exanple of
the bankruptcy of the ARC on the national, and most other, levels in the United
States, though an increasing nUQber of observers have been beconing aware of this
bankruptcy.
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Another institution proposed has been the Muscetatuck (for the retarded) in
southern Indiana. Indeed, as time goes by, it becomes increasingly difficult to
think of institutions which have not already been proposed for conversion to
prisons.
Readers are encouraged to submit to TIPS the exact names and locations of all
institutions that they know of which are being proposed or considered for conver-
sion to prisons, or which have already been so converted.
Other Forms of Incarceration
Time Out, Anyone? The J. C. Potter School in Pawtucket, RI, has only 38
sp(;cial education pupils and they are only aged 6-12, and they have only relatively
modest "learning disabilities,T1 and have a staff of 10. Yet in 1981, the school
decided to install three 6x4 feet padded cells C1time-out rooms"), one for each of
its special class rooms. The higher-·echelons were not consulted because, as a
school official said, the prevision was consi~ered merely a variation of prevailing
programs (Journal Bulletin, 10/81). (Source material submitted by Gunnar Dybwaci.)
Away-Putting Therapy. An example of hew research can be used to legitimize
societal attocities is a study on nMcrale Among the Institutionalized and Non-
institutionalized Elderly" which first of all "proves" that a sample of institution-
alized elderly people had higher "morale" than a control group of non-institution-
alized people, an~ then proceeded to conclude that institutionalization night be a
"welcome relief fvmn unsatisfactory living arrangements in the conmunity" and that
"the continuous care provLded in the institutions may be mor e beneficial than the
intermittent contacts with hone health care providersT1 (from Aging International,
Summer 1980). (News item submitted by Brian Sullivan.)
Alleluia. In Syracuse, there is a jail ministry which recruits volunteers to
visit prisoners, and which se~ks TI10rerational as well as @ore compassionate
responses frcn the crininal justice system. Such proi!rams have few "successes" to
which one could unequivocally point, but the Spring 1982 newsletter of the one in
Syracuse announced that the most arrested man in the county (239 arrests) has
managed to break out after 30 years of bondage to the culture of crime, alcoholism
and the streets and now has led a ref'orraedlife for three years, Ldv Lng in his own
e.partment, helding a job, having a girlfriend and atte:.ndinechurch re8ularly. In
adcition, he .DOW ministers to street people to whem he certainly can speak with
authority. When one of the world's most arrested people can break a destructive
pattern of 30 years, it gives hope to all of us about what we mip,ht be able to GO
in breakinr. out of some of cur own bonds.
Another stery of hope in the newsletter tells about 'I'oraSardella who came frora
a family of 7 who placet him in a state institution for the retarded when he was
8 years old. His memory of his stay there was one of coldness, violence and
stagnatiun. He was released at ase 16 and entered the street life, and eventually
the criminal justice system and prison. There were many short stays in jail, and
a longer cne of almost 2 years. After 5 years of contact with oembers of the jail
ninistry, Tom too gained some release fron his past. He has been living in his
own apartnent for almost two years, renewed contact with family members, made
frienJs, and has been helpine cut at the jail ministry office. Over 15 years of
bondage are hard to break, and Tom is only 28, but again, his life of the lest
two years is one of great hope.
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Religion and Hu~an Services9 & Related Topics
Priority Message
A California entrepreneur has started a business of delivering messages from
this world to deceased people in the next. Messages 9 usually from bereaved survi-
vorss are carried to the beyond by people who are about to die, with the entrepre-
neur apparently making the profit. For a special fee of $125~ messages will be
sent by three "pr tor Lty" carriers who are on death I s door (Newsweek, 5/3/6~). ~.!e
wonder whether it is too late to send a few messages to,certain people t<i),·~"go to
hell."
mwm Can You Trus t?
President Teddy Roosevelt wisely thought it unfitting that American money
should carry the inscription "In God We Trust.1I After he got the slogan taken off,
there was such an outcry by the clergy who even called the President a blasphemer
that Congress reinstated the phrase by law. In 1955. it was made mandatory for all
US currency. (Parade, 7 February 1982). Here Teddy alive todc.y~ he would probably.. Iitell us that In noney we trust" or "In nuclenr bombs .Fe trust" would have been a
core truthful motto.
'~The Cryogenics Society in southern California had sold people policies at
$21,000 8.riece promising to deep freeze their bodies until they could be
resurrected some day by medical science. fHowever9 the society had difficulty
keeping its promise--and the bodies thawed. viliensued9 the Society pleaded
innocent by reason of equipment failure, but the jury turned a cold shoulder to the
argument and awarded $8009000 to the survivors (Environmental Action9 12/81-1/82).
*The Long Island Lighting Company sent out PR pamphlets reflecting on the fact
that '1i It is a sobering thought that God has made more nuclear power plants than
anything elseli--by which it means stars (Environmental Action 5/H2).
*We mentioned earlier that a major portion of the Christian population of
Japan died in the atomic bombing of Nagasaki. The June 1982 issue of Maryknoll
puzzled over the fact that Christian conversion in Japan has fallen off to almost
nothing since 1945, whereas almost 500 years ago, St. Francis Xavier converted
hundreds of thousands of people in just a few years. In desperation, some of the
missionaries have opted for some rather incoherent strategies. One article in the
issue reported a ~laryknoll Alcoholics Anonymous program in Japan which regretted
that the Japanese refused to identify alcoholism as a :ldisease," and instead viewed
it as a manifestation of a lack of willpower. The very next article told the story
of a priest who has beer. trying to evangelize the Japanese by running a bar and
selling alcoholic drinks in Tokyo. This certainly comes uncomfortably close to
EvelYn Ivaughi s "Hat Lase Art Gallery and Public Toilet Chapel Bar, Ii frequently cited
in our teaching as an example of model incoherency. A third article in the same
issue featured yet ano ther effort at ev::mgelizing the .Jcpane se where the mission-
aries have been employing one of the 1000 or so new ment.:lltherapies, this one
involving "process spd.rLtuaLf.t y" and "ent rance into the inner world of human beings."
It is a sign of our era that Christian missionaries see the futile and insane





Workhouse scenes of Dickensian flavor continued in England for a long time
after Dickens. On one of his travels, henry James visited one at Christmas in the
tiorthof England in the late 1800s, when 150 little children were marched "Ln the
dying wintry lightH into a "big bar;:;,st".le room" to gaze at a Christmas tree
donated by a benefactress. The children "fHed up and received their little offer-
ings, and then they compressed themselves into 3 tight infantine bunch and lifting
up their small hoarse voic~s, directed a melancholy hymn toward their benefactres~'
No Room in the Inns---------
Not long ago, a Salt Lake City policeoan tried to do a good deed to a 51-year-·
old incapacitated man of the streets who was covered with maggots. An ambulance
crew, two hospitals, and the city jail turned him down, so that the officer finally
left the man on the lawn of one of the hospitals. A nurse who learned that the man
was outside in 41-degree temperature finally managed to bring him in. As he was
being washed, his heart stopped beating, but the staff managed to revive him.
*In Syracuse, the Christmas season was orened by a Santa Claus arriving on a
Marine tank as part of the "Toys for Tot s" Christmas drive.
*Now this d:'13 hard to believe, but an author (in The Birth of Christ Recalcu-
lated) has made a painstaking examination both of what the Bible-says of Christ's
birth (related to various astonomical events and rulers), and what extra-biblical
documeats have said, and has come up with the supposedly precise hour of Christ's
birth, namely within one hour of 7:00 pm of Septenber II, 3 BC. ~~ile the bulk of
the ~vidence was used to narrow the date down to within two years (3-2 BC), the
author claims that Revelations 12:1-3 can be interpreted with at lesst moderate
confidence as having reference to the astrononical configuration prevailing at
Christ's bi~th, and the above date is the only one where the sun, moon, the star
Virgo, and so on fit the description in Revelations 12.
*Yes, it finally happened: a service for ha.lldicnppedpersons held a Christmas
Biznrre. (Itera submitted by Hank Bersani.)
* \Jhen the stock mnrket hit new highs during November 1982, brokers were
screaming, "God bless Amcrice," and,HReaganonics works" across the New York Stock
Exchange floor. The day it happened, the number of workers on employment compen-
sation hit a record of close to 4.7 million, and a federal deficit of up to $200
billion was predicted for ca. 1984.
*~ ~ in the Life of the World, published by Hutchinson in London, contains
an array of interesting statistics for ~ear~s, end. In a single day, 200,000 tons
of fish are caught, 20,000 planes land, 740,000 people travel to a foreign country,
200,000 additional people arc added to th~ world population, 9 billion cigarettes
are smoked, 200 million bottles or cans of Coca-Cola arc consumcdj 23 million tons
of coal are burned and 500 square kilonctcrs of forest arc destroyed.
*It is virtually unknown that a very widespread'. custom associated with the
Christmas season had its origin in a human service context. The custom is the use
of an advent wreeth, cornnonly in conjunction with four candles which are lit on
consecutive Sundays in advent that rrecedes ChristnDs. This custom was initiated
in a very famous settlement house (Rauhes Haus) of the Protestant Inner Mission in
Hamburg, Germany. A forerunner of the custon was initiated in 1838, which was gra.
ually evolved and modified, and then spread allover Germany and thence over much
of the world.
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*In 1975, Hasbro Industri~s discontinued the production of toy soldiers. With
the reinstitution of draft registration, end perha~)s for other reasons, the
industry is anticipating a better narket and restarted its toy soldier production
for the Christ~as 1ge2 season. The soldiers are no longer reniniscent of World War
II, but reflect IOtonorrow's rapid deployraent force" (Sojourner§'i 2/82).
*The Citizens Cmmittee for the Right to Keep and Bear ArES, a pro-gun lobby,
suggested during the 1981 Christmas season that Santa Clauses ought to carry
pistols so as to be able to defend themselves against r obber s and mugger s , A,
spokesperson argued, ;;Obviously~ soU!eone like Santa Claus who is giving presents to
everybody would like to prevent those presents from being stolen. A hand gun is
one way of doing that. n The Coramf t t ce sent a Christmas card to menber s of Congress
showing Santa Claus, auto~atic pistol in hands, sneaking up on a burglar in the
process of robbing the socks henging fron a firc?lace (AP, Syracuse Herald Aceri~~n,
12/20/81). The Christmas card bore the Legend "Best \>11shesfor a Safe Christmas and
a Crime-free New Year." Christnas cards in previous years have shown scenes such
as Santa Claus leaving hand guns under the Christmas tree as ~resents.
Nornalization Publications, Ole and New
*The most exciting news on the nornalizat'on publication horizon is that a new
nornalization service evaluation tool (PASSING) will soon be published:
-Wolfensberger, W., & Thomas, S. Progran analysis of service systems' inplenentation
of normalization goals (PASSING). (2nd. cd.) TOrOnte: National Institute on
Mental Retarcation, 1983. (A 2-page descriptive flyer on PASSING is available from
the Training Institute on r~quest.)
*For the first workshop on PASSING, sc:eUpconing Events.
*Beginning in early 1981~ the Training Institute begen to teach a new way of
conceptualizing nortial.Lz atLon as involving 7 core themcs , This conceptualization
is explained in detail in the above publication, and mor e briefly in the following;
-Wolfensberger, W., & Thomas~ S. The principle of nornalisation in hUL1an services:
A brief overview. Research Hiehlights: Nornalisation. (No. 2~ Winter, 1981).
Aberdeen, Scotland: Departnent of Social Work, University of AberGeen, King's
College, 1981. Pp. 10-34.
-\Jolfensberger~ \-]" & Tu lLman , S. A brief outline of the principle of normalization.
Rehabilit ~tion -;Pf.iytuQI06Y ~ '19132~ 27 (3), 131-145.
Upcoming Events
Planning Hunan Service in ~ Turbulent Environocnt
Plynouth, MA January 24-28~ 1%3
concuct ed by John O'Brien» Connie Lyl,e, and Beth l10unt;
tuition is $125;
contact for infonuatiore Matt Johnsen at 617/747-1599 or Jack Yates 617/823-4952;
send registrations to Bruce Blaney, Center for Training, Develop~lent, and Renewal,
P. O. Box 2534, Taunton, i1A 02780.
IntroductolY PASS (Program Analysis of Service Systens) Course
Attleboro, ~\ March 7-11» 1983
sponscreJ by the Center for Training, Development, and Renewal;
tuition is $200 or a negotiated amount; no one will be prevented froo attending
because of financial situation;
contact Jack Yates( 202 Prospect Street, Brockton, MA 02401, 617/823-4952 (work)
or 617/588-9420 home).
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The FIRST Training Workshop in i!. New Instrument _~or the Evaluation .£f the
Normalization Quality .£f Human. Services~ PASSING
Ramada Inn, Chicopee, HA Hay 21-26 ~ 1983 (Saturday - Thursday)
The workshop includes a 2-day introductiont()normalization~ which can be attended
even by people who do not part LcIpate in the rest of the event. WES.TRONGl--Y
ENCOURAGE PEOPLE W1iO ARE INVOLVED m NOR¥.ALIZATION TRAINING, &/OR PASS TRAINING
& EVALUATION, TO ATTE~ID THIS FIRST PASSING WORKSHOP. For information on fees~
accommodations~ & other cetails, contact the Traininc Coorcinator at thE:TI
(address & telephone on TIPS letterhead), or Mike KencricK, Normalization SafeGuards
Project, Box 389, Northampton, NA 01061; 413/584-1644.
Employment Exchange
*Luca Conte, a long-time associate of ours, has recently com.;?letedhis
doctoral studies in vocational rehabilitation and is seckine a full-time job in
human services. Luca has been involved with the TI since 1974~ first as a tr~incc,
then as a team leader, professional evaluator and preserrt er in dLverse TI workshops.
He is interesteu in the development and operation of interrated vocational proframs.
Interested parties can contact him (l0l3 v.lestmorelanc.Avenue, Syracuse, NY 13210)
or the TIPS editor, and let others Imow of Luca's availability.
*Guy Caruso is a man of integrity who has had numerous TI involvements as both
a trainee and trainer in normalization, PASS, residential s~c€s, and plannins.
Guy formerly worked on the TI's Penn syLvenLa Evaluation Project (PEP),conducting
extensive PASS assessments in Pennsylvania, ~nd for the last four years has been
director of residential serv tcesfor the ARC in Syracuse, New York, where he
developed and administered six ccrnmun Lty residences which extensively LmpLement
normalization principles. Guy has a practical knowledge of the daY-'~-4~ events
and issues in running a service, as well as much experience in i~66 trainin[
(e.8., normalization, residential and vocational services, PASS) and PASS consul-
tations and training. He is new available for ad hoc or episodic training an~/or
consultation purposes 0 He strongly reccmmend Guy tc any people or agencies who
are involved in developing or operating community resfdences for hand Lcapped
l;erscns. His experience--administrativcly, prcgrammat fcaLl.y , and morally--in this
service area is hard to match. He can be reached at 565 Cumberland Avenue,
Syracuse, Nf 432::tOJs, 315/474-2895.
Diverse Miscellaneous
Stone Soup for the Poor. :I:.h.~Syracuse Herald .\..rnericanof Augu st; 29, 1982
carried a recipe for making stone soup for poor ?eople. Take three stones the size
of baseballs, wash them clean and place them carefully into a huge kettle. Add
a lot of wattr and brine to a boil. Then beg the people you know to bring some~
thing to put into the stone soup. If yon are lucky, all sorts of goodies will
~rrive and you will be able to ladle out tasty soup to the hungry poor. However,
be sure to tell the poor to watch out for stones in the sour:'. If you are not
lucky, at least you can serve stone broth •
. "And we shall try them forever and ever and ever.... In Ndvember 1982. the
trial-;-[ the llillside stra'ngler was a y~(jld, with still no end in sight. The
jury has practically become one big hapry family. Said the judge in the case,
inexplicably: lilthas really renewed I'iyfaith in the jury system" (AP, in
Syracuse Herald Anerican, 11/14/32).
-NEXT-TO-LAST-
"HOUSEKEEPING ANNOUNCEl1ENTSII
TIPS Editprial Policy. TIPS comes out every other month, and contains article~ news,
information, insights, viewpoints, reviews, developments, etc., that relate to the
interests and mission of the Training Institute. Hhile TIPS is mostly concerned with
phenomena and developments that have to do with human services, it also addresses
some of the larger issues which affect our society and the quality of life on earth,
as well as the ways in which decisions are made in our society. These higher-order
phenomena will eventually express themselves in human services in various ways,
including in human service values and funding. Usually a TIPS issue will devote a
portion of its space to one specific theme. TIPS will address issues whenever and
wherever they occur. Disclosures of adaptive developments promoted, or of dysfunc-
tionalities perpetrated, by a particular party.or government vhould not be taken as
partisan political statements. We assume that subscribers are people who lead hard
lives struggling against great odds, and are aware of many shortcomings in human ser-
vices. Thus, we try to inject a bit of levity int. TIPS so as to make subscribers'
lives more bearable (or less unbearable, as the case may be), even if not deliriously
doyful. In fact, some TIPS content is apt to be depressing and in need of occasional
levitation. TIPS gets many items from other sources, tries to report developments
truthfully, but cannot be responsible for errors contained in original sources.
Specific items from TIPS may be rep~~uced without permission as long as the full
TIPS reference is cited/acknowledged, and as long as only small porti.ns of an issue
are so reproduced.
The Training Institute. The Training Institute for Human Service Planning, Leader-
ship and Change Agentry (TI), directed by Wolf Wolfensberger, PhD~ functions under
the auspices of the Division of Special Education and Rehabilitation of Syracuse
University's School of Education. Dr. Holfensberger is a professor in the Mental
Retardation Area of the Division. Since its founding in 1973, the TI has been sup-
ported primarily from feas earned fr9m speaking events and workshops (across the
world as well as in Syracuse), and to a small extent from consultations, ava'l.ua t fons
of services, and the sale of certain publications and planning and change agentry
tools. There have been no federal grants. TI training has (a) been aimed primarily
at people who are, and who aspire to be, leaders and change agents, be they profes-
siwnals, public decision-makers, members of voluntary citizen action groups, studentq
etc., and (b) primarily emphasized values related to human services, the rendering Ot
compassionate and comprehensive community services, and greater societal acceptance
of impaired and devalued citizens.
Invitation to Submit Items for Publication. 1;\Teinvite submissions of any items suit
able for TIPS. This may include "raw" clippings, "evidence~; reviews of publication
er human service "products," human service dreams (or nightmares), service vignettes
aphorisms or apothegms, relevant poetry, satires, or brief original articles. We
particularly welcome items that are good new~, since bad news seems to conle so much
easier and more frequently. Send only material you don't need back, because you
won't get it back. If we don't g~of, and the subnitter does not object, submissi~ns
that are used will be credited.
Dissemination of TIPS. Readers are requested to draw the attention of potential sub
scribers to TIPS, to encourage others to fill out the subscription/renewal form en-
closed with each issue (please consider photocopying this form and forwarding it to
potential subscribers), and also to announce the availability of TIPS wherever appro-
priate in other newsletters and periodicals.
TIPS Back-Issues Available. TIPS tries to have a supply of back-issues available for
new subscribers who wish to compl~te their set. Let us know what you need, and we
will negotiate a package price.
TI Publications. The TI sells or recooonends a number of
"publication list. II and upda res it. about 2 times a year.
copies, please let us know.
itel!lS,disseminates a
If you want one or more
··LAST-
TIPS SUBSCRIPTI0i1/REHEWAL/DONATION/ ADDRESS CHANGE FORI:l
Co~plete the subscription/renewal/donation/address change (if applicable) form
below and return it to the TIPS editor at the address below. l~e encourage you to
make copies of this form and circulate it to others who may be interested.
,~ Address Change i ~ New Subscription t \ Donation DRenewall:
If this is a renewal, the address below is: the same; new.
HANE OF PERSON OR ORGANIZATIOU ----------------------------------------------------
HAILING ADDRESS (list the address that is least likely to change in the future.
For some individuals, that is their work address, for others, their home address.)
Subscription rates in U.S. funds. Make out to SU Training Institute & mail to:
TIPS Editor
Training Institute
805 South Crouse Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13210
U.S. Canada Overseas
I Individual $20 i $22 $25
i Student $12 l $14 $17
I Agency $30 I $32 $35
The TIPS subscription file and mailing system as handled partially by compute~
and partially by hand. It is quite likely that a procession of students will be
helping with the subscription system, and whenever there is high turnover (as there
is among students)>> there are apt to be occasional errors. Therefore, if anyone
should fail to receive a TIPS issue within two months of subscribing, or misses any
other issues during the cycle of an annual subscription, please direct an inquiry
to the TIPS subscription list at the TI.
Address Changes. You must let us know if you change your mailing address (use for~
above). TIPS is in the class of "trash mail" that is neither likely to be forwarded
nor returned to the sender. Thus, if you change your address without telling us,
ve will probably never hear f~l!:Jmeach other again. He ~.,illalso not be able to
furnish replacements for old copies lost during your move. However, we will
replace a copy that arrived in severely mutilated condition.
TIPS
Training Institute for Human
Service Planning, Leadership
& Chanee Agentry
805 South Crouse Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13210 USA
P~DRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED
